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But Levi Garrison tricked them, it was unbearable.

Agent Blade and Agent Polar Bear are full of anger in their eyes!

Soon, the head of the bureau, Smith, called-to bring back Doctor Dark at all costs.

I’m not afraid of Daxia anymore, so I must bring it back.
“Then let’s set off! I will contact Levi Garrison personally after arriving in Daxia!”

Agent Black Hawk immediately took a large number of powerful men to Daxia.

Among them are the mysterious powerhouses that Smith added again.

After all the major forces knew that Doctor Dark had been taken away by Levi Garrison, on the one hand
they all gathered in Daxia, on the other they began to fan the flames.

Everyone thinks of Levi Garrison as the laboratory of the gods!
Hide and protect the remnants of the Gods Lab!

Is the public enemy of the whole world!

The incitement of public opinion is getting bigger and bigger!

All kinds of negative influences are overwhelming!

Angry!

Everyone is angry!

Whether it is the Galaxy Guardian Alliance or the original coalition forces!

All of them madly accused Levi Garrison!

Even the powers of several countries that have good relations with Daxia are also criticizing!

Soon they have risen to the level of Daxia.

Everyone began to doubt Daxia.

I think it was Daxia who sneaked away the Dark Doctor, and wanted to get the secrets of the Gods’
Laboratory and the Dark Doctor’s technology.

Everything is Daxia’s conspiracy!

Daxia is about to become a new threat!

Same as the Lab of the Gods!

Things are getting worse!

In the end, it became Daxia’s conspiracy.

Some people even said that Daxia had cooperated with the Lab of Gods before.

Because of this disappearance for three years, all the bases of the Gods Laboratory are in Daxia.

This is obviously the most dangerous place is the safest place.

But at this time, everyone used it as evidence.

It just happened to be in line.

So many places not to choose?

Choose a big summer?

What’s more, Daxia is so powerful, hasn’t there been any discovery during three years?

This is impossible!

Probably, it means that Daxia and the Lab of the Gods are in the same group!

Over time, more and more people think so!

Daxia was under tremendous pressure.

Become the goal of the whole world.

Even all parties in Daxia were confused.

What’s the matter?

